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Predictions

"Scientists do not like to predict, yet they do so every day. Astronomers foretell eclipses, mathematicians extrapolate and engineers project curves, which are predictions based on facts. All plans imply prognostications. In so far as Science is sound, it enables one to say this or that is bound to occur. Otherwise, why set eggs under a hen; take pills: make engagements? It is for the FUTURE TO LIVE; and, aside from its bearing on the future, learning would have little value."

Selected from an article by

RANSOME SUTTON
Los Angeles Sunday Times Magazine
Pen Sketch by Christian von Schnelldau

ALMA CRAWFORD GRANING
Foreward

While so many people are looking backward or downward, I am LOOKING SKYWARD and the Signs in the Heavens, the Sun, Moon and Stars tell me a story which I do not believe false:

"The story of life," states a great philosopher "Is a story of adjustment to a changing environment."

Science has sought to find the source and secret of life and HOW TO LIVE IT. To my mind, it is only he who LOOKS SKYWARD that can hope to find even the slightest revelation of the meaning or purpose of life, either physical or spiritual. THE STORY OF ASTROLOGY or THE SCIENCE OF THE HEAVENS is most fascinating. Upon the progress and changing movements of the stars, rests the story of mankind and MAN'S NEED TO ADJUST HIMSELF TO A "CHANGING ENVIRONMENT."

Pause for a moment to contemplate that, "TIME IS GOVERNED BY THE MOVEMENTS OF THE PLANETARY BODIES IN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM." Never before has anyone lived in THIS ONE MOMENT—while you read, life is changing; environment is changing; time is changing; stars in their courses are reflecting a different force upon the earth than was existant when you began to read this book! Thus it is, that we who live in 1934 are favored indeed, for we take the plastic time-movements and day by day events and may mold THEM AS WE WILL! We may also learn FROM THE PAST that mistakes are ruinous, and may also prevent "history repeating itself." Previous planetary influences such as
we will experience during 1934 have been felt by preceding
generations, BUT THE HEAVENS ARE DIFFERENT, in
their collective assembly, for this year, than ever before in the
world's history. THE WORLD MUST ADJUST ITSELF TO
THIS CHANGING ENVIRONMENT or influence in which it
finds itself. The Universe is "not ending;" it is being re-born
—it is continuing its state of evolution, each year bringing its
goal more near. Science states that ALL the Universe is in a
state of reconstruction, a continual state of evolution and
CHANGE! New stars and new suns are being born—out of the
Old Universe is bursting a new—thus it is, that the Scripture
"A new heaven and a new earth" will be realized.

The earth and the heavens will survive. As long as stars
live and shed their electronic energy upon the earth, so will
LIFE REMAIN UPON IT, BUT: will MAN survive and how
will HE meet the ever present changes to his environment?

We do not like to change! We wish to cling to old customs,
old habits, old ideas! The thought of a revolutionary world
with a new state of affairs existant, frightens us. But, we are
afraid only of "GHOSTS WHAT AIN'T" for we are even
now in the midst of a revolution to which each of us must
adapt ourselves to meet individual and collective require-
ments.

LOOK SKYWARD and come with me into 1934—we will
roll back the curtain of the future which separates us from
the year. Like the pages of a book, each month of 1934 will
reveal its activities and events, with the important highlights
upon which, perhaps, your safety, financial security and hap-
piness may depend. If certain planets are conceded to con-
trol our weather, tides and plant life upon earth, be con-
vinced that they exert a definite and powerful influence upon
your life, INDIVIDUALLY, and upon nations, collectively.
In preparing this book, I shall endeavor to delete all mysterious astrological terms and phraseology as much as is possible, so that the layman will not be confused nor limited in his appreciation and understanding of the events which are herein predicted.

This is meant to be a book of valuable and helpful information for everyone who reads it. If, after having read it, you are skeptical—well, I don’t mind; I was skeptical, too, until all the wealth of scientific and valuable information which I now possess, through the study of the Stars, was actually PROVEN.

The information upon which this book is based is purely ethical, scientific and simplified Astrology.

LOOKING SKYWARD

Alma Crawford Graning
"NOW THE NEW YEAR REVIVING OLD DESIRES, 
THE THOUGHTFUL SOUL TO SOLITUDE RETIRES."

Omar Khayyam

"LET THESE STAND FOR SIGNS"

"The Sun shall be Darkened and the Moon shall 
not give her light."
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THE PHRASEOLOGY USED IN THIS BOOK IS BASED UPON THE SYMBOLIC INFLUENCE OF THE PLANETS OF OUR SOLAR SYSTEM

SATURN—

Saturn is the most distant planet from THE SUN, with the exception of Uranus and Neptune, which are planets seemingly working upon the fourth dimensional plane. The magnetic attraction of Saturn is tremendous; the ancients describing it as the “planet of FATE.” Saturn represents the wisdom, accumulated by experience, of mankind! He represents the struggle which precedes victory. Its influence is isolating, sorrowful, hindering and delaying. Its true force is that symbolized by Father Time or Eternity.

Inertia is the one bane of all existence; and yet, it is the slowness and preciseness of Time which cures all evils. Saturn works to stabilize all things, and that which is adverse must be abolished when under Saturnine influence. The greater THE MAN, the greater his obstacles! A strong Saturn-influence present at any time brings obstacles and limitation; a breaking up of old conditions, of past alliances, presenting a new environment. Before any victory, there exists the battle; and Saturn represents the hard, practical enemy to be overcome by the patience, skill and HARD WORK.
When Saturn ruled the earth, it was during “THE AGE OF GOLD.” He signifies, in our modern world, the obstinacy of old systems to the energy of the new. It opposes reform and will endeavor to prevent world progress.

I believe one of the most striking references to the power of Saturn and its tenacious clutch upon the modern world which is being torn loose is that of THE OLD WALL OF CHINA—which was erected centuries ago; Saturn-like, it has stood between the old country and the new, until URANUS came, driving forward the Japanese, and for the first time in HISTORY, the old barriers were found inadequate to prevent the onrushing, victorious sweep of the new regime!

Saturn and Uranus—Saturn; the Wall of China.

Uranus—the revolutionizing forces and armies of Japan.

Saturn stirs up the old enmity and hatred of nations and makes us slow to forget or forgive; or to adapt ourselves to the changing conditions of our environment.

Saturn represents the malefic force of past ages still clinging to the new world; it governs the winter season, when Nature, every year, freezes and shrivels under its austere stare.

Saturn has peculiar rule over RUSSIA. Cold, forbidding, malevolent, feared by every nation as a source of relentless destruction, Russia has stood during the ages as a constant menace to European peace. For this reason, Russia has never suffered through the invasion of conquerors—her only disasters have come from within her own borders, as “SATURN DESTROYED HIS OWN CHILDREN.”

During 1934, SATURN, which signifies limitation and selfishness, occupies the new freedom Sign of Aquarius. Aquarius, in Mythology, signifies the old man pouring water upon the earth. It is the Sign which signifies the GIVING FORCES
OF HUMANITY. It represents the new age, the new era into which Civilization must pass.

Saturn now endeavors to quench the waters of life at their source; it tries to dry up all the humane forces of mankind; and, during the winter quarter, Saturn may well-nigh succeed, as its malefic influence is fired into molten deadly streams of lava by the explosive Mars which brings the old and the new into conflict. Freedom, represented by THE WILL AND ACTION OF MAN in deadly conflict with the tomb of Saturn, where rest our HOPES AND WISHES!

Saturn represents SELF. Mars signifies the HUMAN FORCE OR WILL. Together, these two planets introduce the year of 1934!

MARS—

Represented as the planet of THE HUMAN WILL, Mars denotes excess, and prevents wise use of physical force and energy. If we can realize that ALL FORCE must be utilized and rightly directed, we can tame Nature in the Raw, which is never the friend, but ever the foe of mankind, if its growth and force is not correctly directed.

The savage in each of us is represented by Mars. The brutal violence and physical hatreds of humanity are signified by Mars, and put into action by the aspects of this planet to the earth. Mars rules the muscular system, so that the physical and muscular power of man is energized, rather than his reason or intelligence. Mars pushes aside ALL OBSTACLES OF SATURN through wars, revolutions, strikes and violence. Mars gives ambition for military grandeur and power; the sword must be mightier than the pen! Mars, during 1934, brings the sword from its sheath.
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Looking at the great military powers of the earth, it is not astounding to note that the ancients gave these nations rulership by MARS. Thus, they react physically to their Martial Father.

ENGLAND, GERMANY, AND JAPAN! THESE NATIONS are ruled by Mars, functioning through the military Sign of Aries, which gives intelligent organization of their military and fighting forces.

PALESTINE is also ruled by Aries, thus governed by Mars, and the activity of Uranus, the planet of revolutionary change, which is now slowly transiting through the Sign of Aries is bringing this country into great prominence throughout the world; preparing it for its reception, according to prophecy, of THE JEW, who, after terrific persecution during 1934, will throng into Palestine during the time that Uranus is in TAURUS, the “constructive building and financing Sign of the Zodiac.”

Saturn is now afflicting Germany, England and Japan, so that these nations experience turmoil, warfare and severe financial troubles. THE JEW will undergo tremendous unhappiness and persecution in Germany, everytime that Saturn afflicts Mars, during 1934! Thus, the fate and destiny of nations will conflict, MAN endeavoring to change his destiny through brutal violence and fruitless rebellion.
URANUS—

THE PLANET OF REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE! Separative, electrifying and upsetting in its influence. When Uranus is vibrating upon the world, it is like the bolts of electricity escaping from a “loose live wire.” It is danger, personified; and, man is not yet accustomed to Uranus influence. so that he must thus learn to adapt himself to its power.

Uranus disrupts commerce, treaties, money interests, and world union, until civilization learns how to tune down the static and open up the receiving sets of consciousness to the dynamic power and force of this planet.

Uranus makes us “hetrodyne conscious;” we cannot have the peace of mind which we wish when Uranus is present in powerful influence. It confuses the false with the real, disorganizing every nation and every individual whom it affects.

Uranus signifies the NEW HEAVEN AND THE NEW EARTH; and just as its child, RADIO, upset all preconceived ideas of cosmic energy and took the place of the phonograph, so will URANUS take the place of Saturn eventually in world affairs; upsetting past traditions, governments and old regimes by bringing into being THE NEW ERA. Uranus is the “electrical spark” which lights the fire of revolution after Saturn has brought crushing limitation and Mars has wrecked the lives of man by military power and competition.

Uranus then comes upon the scene! With banners flying, its clarion call rings out to all adventurous souls who would throw off the bondage of Saturn, the discipline of Mars, and who would destroy to BUILD THE NEW. Uranus represents FREEDOM, and to each soul, the vision of Freedom appeals in its own way!
Uranus is the source of mysterious explosions. The inventor of poison gas; electrical appliances of a destructive nature; and is the father of the airplane which drops its destruction below or carries the commerce and news of the world to far distant places—it is THE PLANET OF THE AIR!

Thus, Uranus works upon the Imagination and Mental Forces, tempting man to plot and scheme against organization and control.

When URANUS is powerful in its influence upon the earth, man is prompted to revolution, either through violent or peaceful means; peaceful reform, or virtual overthrowing of all organized power is indicated.

NEPTUNE—

At last, Neptune appears from its solitary sojourn upon the outer sea of the Solar System; he makes man hungry for spiritual or soul satisfaction. To the Undeveloped Mind, Neptune brings soul satisfaction in drugs, opium, dreams and fantasies of thought. To the developed individual, Neptune brings a desire for purification of all evil systems; usually through the sacrifice of position and life, itself, if the martyred spirit can thus rejoice in having seen the elimination of forces which it deems unjust.

At present, NEPTUNE STIRS THE WORKERS OF THE WORLD TO HIGH ASPIRATIONS! It makes man desire to PLAY; it makes him want time for leisure, creation and use of his imaginative powers.

It brings unrest through long hours of toil, with no time for the spirit or the soul to develop.

Thus, NEPTUNE IS CALLED “THE SOCIALISTIC PLANET,” for this unrest evident in the heart of the laboring
man turns to queer ideas, fancies and thoughts. Discontent emerges, and is clarified. Thus, the thinker sets himself to the task of destroying his very sustenance, if necessary, to gain THE PEACE OF MIND which he visualizes.

Neptune signifies "THE FOUNTAIN OF ETERNAL LIFE," for which man has always sought. Since it is ruler of that mysterious Sign of Pisces, which embodies the struggle of life against privation and sorrows, the undeveloped Neptunian force of the world must be reckoned with.

Neptune, now in the Sign of VIRGO (which rules labor, service, health, and EMPLOYMENT) is stirring the working man to make DEMANDS! Since 1929, these demands have been noted with growing interest on the part of the scientific astrological scholar, and with perturbation of mind on the part of industrialists and captains of high finance. Great Labor unrest is being stirred INTO ACTION through Neptune's power. Dissatisfied to work under past conditions, Labor now begins to make its own ideas known. These ideas are considered impractical and impossible by many, due to Neptune's influence, which is always considered impractical and VISIONARY.

Thus it is that Neptune introduces the imagination of mankind to an Era where LIFE WILL NOT BE ALL WORK AND NO PLAY; and, when man has leisure to KNOW HIMSELF, HE WILL FIND HIMSELF.

Then it will be that the CURSE which fell upon men in THE GARDEN when the Creator spake and said:—

"In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat bread"—will be removed.

Neptune is slowly beckoning man back to THE GARDEN OF EDEN, but before this dream is realized, man will fulfil the prophecy "in sweat, sorrow and suffering."
To study Neptune's influence upon mankind is to study the HISTORY OF THE WORLD. Neptune is always influenced by the current Sign through which it transits (transiting through one Sign of the Zodiac in approximately fourteen years); it thus stirs into dominant action all the things of life governed by that Sign.

At the present time, NEPTUNE IN VIRGO revolutionizes Labor, turns Industry "upside down," makes the criminal element anxious to preserve its luxurious ease by idleness and by preying upon Labor and Industry. Recent kidnappings are the result of Neptune in Virgo; as well as racketeering against dairies, cleaning establishments and all businesses alike.

NEPTUNE'S INFLUENCE SHOWS THE TENDENCY OF THOUGHT OF EACH GENERATION. The mode of inner action, or imaginative impulse which people will heed and follow, is shown by Neptune's position during any current period.

NEPTUNE IN VIRGO (1929-1943) has been present in the great worker's and agricultural revolutions of the past. Virgo rules bread; and the need for bread, for work and for alleviation of working evils impelled the French and American Revolutions, which occurred while NEPTUNE WAS IN VIRGO. The farmer and land owners led these revolutions, mainly, hence we note THE COMMON PEOPLE aroused to revolutionary action against their rulers and leaders. The 1933 Cuban Rebellion was produced by NEPTUNE IN VIRGO! It went into action first by the nation wide strike of all working men and women!
The desire for freedom will be expressed by each generation according to Neptune's position in the Zodiac during that period.

NEPTUNE in LIBRA—(1943-1957); THE CIVIL WAR was set into action by this same Neptune in Libra influence, which made man struggle FOR JUSTICE AND BALANCE! Thus, the fate of the slave was considered and a desire to balance his affairs was put into action through war. Neptune's influence during the time that Neptune is in Libra, from 1943 through 1957, will be an effort to bring justice to the peoples of the world; to balance the difference between the east and the west, and the long awaited struggle between the "slave and the free man" will again occur.

NEPTUNE IN LEO—(1915-1929); Revolutions throughout the world; the overthrow of kings and rulers; the rise of DICTATORS; a mad wave of spending, sex interest, romance, divorces and desire for pleasure and speculation. A great height of mysterious and unreliable prosperity was reached, due to Neptune's influence from LEO, the SIGN OF THE KING, THE SIGN WHICH RULES LOVE, SEX, THE EMOTIONS, GAMBLING, PLEASURE AND YOUTH.

Therefore, as we turn the pages of "1934" we will note the prominence of these planets during various periods of the year; the eternal struggle between Light and Darkness, personified by the influence of planetary systems, will be felt upon the earth.

As above, so below . . . . As within, so without!
“BEHIND THE CURTAIN OF 1934”

The stage is being set: The players are rehearsing their lines: All is being put into readiness, Long before the year itself begins!
Winter Season

(Opens with THE SUN’S INGRESS INTO CAPRICORN, on December 22nd, 1933)

THE WINTER SEASON is opened with a battery of very prominent planetary configurations, which mark this period as one of sensational events and happenings.

A conjunction of Mars and Saturn occurring shortly after the first of the year, an Eclipse of the Moon followed closely by an Eclipse of THE SUN, with a strong Mars-Neptune influence, introduces 1934!

The conjunction of Mars and Saturn occurs on January 17th, 1934, at 2 P.M., Washington, D.C., Time. It falls in Aquarius in the ninth section of a chart erected for this date and time, starting a train of violence and bloodshed throughout the world.

Riots, strikes and financial happenings of tremendous importance begin to occur through the effects of Mars afflicting Saturn.

There will be a political assassination during this month which arouses world interest. Danger of violent death threatens world leaders. JAPAN and RUSSIA will be prominently in the limelight, by sensational happenings in those nations; just as, thirty years ago, the last conjunction of Mars and Saturn IN AQUARIUS brought the Russian-Japanese war.

Great excitement prevails in Washington, through outrages against authority. Fires, robberies, murders and bloodshed cause turmoil. January is usually an adverse month for the
United States, with the Sun entering Capricorn, thus afflicting the radical planets of our national chart; and this month will prove NO exception.

AQUARIUS has singular rule over finances. The assembly of planets now in this Sign of the Zodiac indicates a tightening up of money throughout the world. Sensational international complications rupture diplomatic alliances through tariff and trading agreements. The financial condition of our own country will not be inviting. Banks close, industry suffers, riots and strikes of workers will occur!

The Unemployment problem causes consternation in Congress. The Courts will, in all probability, pass decisions unfavorable to the financial and governmental activities of the President. A determined effort to stabilize currency and alleviate the financial situation which now threatens, will be made; but it will not succeed under THE PRESENT PREVAILING PLANETARY INFLUENCES.

Many experiments will be made; the minds of financial advisers will be confused through the conflicting industrial and financial conditions now present.

The forces of selfish greed must relinquish their hold upon the world before the aims of our Leader can be realized. The world-wide state of finances will prevent the United States from proceeding in her strides toward reconstruction. We are now realizing that, as in all Nature, each entity is a part of the whole, so it is with the destiny of Nations. Each is a part of the entire structure of civilization; and the influences of war, depression and violence in one land quickly affect the commerce and peace of another.

Since the confusion of tongues in Babel, nations have balked at peaceful settlement of their differences. The Tower Of Babel of the financial giant, which holds all nations in its
grip, is now bringing a confusion far worse than that original division of tribes and nations.

Schools will suffer through the financial tangle, indicated by the MOON’s eclipse, and the Gemini position of the Moon for the winter quarter. Taxation problems present further assessments, if the public school system is to be retained.

Neptune’s influence brings a radical and revolutionary spirit into Congress, where the President suffers opposition and limitation. Saturn is now peculiarly depressing to the American people, due to its position in Aquarius. Our progress will be one of agonizing slowness to our naturally energetic active natures. Hindrances, limitation and severe privations test us to the utmost.

A few years ago, SATURN, which brings limitation and sorrow to any nation according to its position in the Heavens, occupied a sign particularly depressing to Germany. The people of that country are represented, in the Heavens, by THE MOON IN CAPRICORN, just as the people of the United States are represented by THE MOON IN AQUARIUS.

Saturn, slowly transiting through Capricorn, brought great privation and limitation to the German people; financial changes and experiments of disastrous result. During 1934 and part of 1935, Saturn’s position in the Heavens will be one of limitation for our 130,000,000 citizens; and we are, indeed fortunate to have more alleviating and better forces working for us, against Saturn’s dominion, that those which Germany had while Saturn afflicted her.

Preparations for war; military declarations throughout the world; intense and strained relations in the Orient; public sorrow caused by the violent death of governmental leaders—all this marks the period. War-like clashes occur in Europe, with England, Paris and Berlin in great excitement over con-
tinental conditions. Japan will be pushing her activities in China, with England, Russia and the United States endeavoring to hinder her. Japan further invades China, and we will find ourselves in an almost impossible situation, due to financial chaos at home and military threats from abroad.

Personal danger is shown for our President. His health will suffer through the impositions of Saturn now dominating him. Aquarius and Saturn dominate the entire year, as does the President now dominate the activities of national politics. Saturn will bring tremendous obstacles and disheartening failure to both the President and the Nation. Powerful enemies threaten the President during the entire year; and secret forces working against him threaten his life through poison and by direct attack.

Industry and Labor will be dissatisfied; great protest will be made to governmental decisions and acts. Powerful financial interests will try to block relief programs and moves.

The illness or possible death of a woman or child affect the President. Important changes made in the White House, the Cabinet and in his personnel life will greatly affect his plans. He will be placed in an almost impossible situation, with former friends deserting him and only the people standing by—and they not knowing what to do!

Saturn always represents limitations imposed by SELFISHNESS. Saturn in Aquarius represents financial limitation combated by the philosophical and humanitarian interests of Aquarius. Saturn will PREVENT REALIZATION OF OUR NATIONAL HOPES AND WISHES DURING THIS SEASON!

An eclipse of THE MOON occurs on January 30th, 1934. It falls in the kingly Sign of LEO, and this, the ancients declared, “MARKS A MUTATION OR CHANGE IN ALL
THINGS.” LEO is the Sign of the Ruler, the Leader and King, and all world leaders now face a most stormy and tempestuous period.

The Lunar Eclipse occurs in the fourth section of a chart erected for Washington at the time of the eclipses, greatly afflicting the tenth house of the chart, which rules the President and honor and prestige of the Nation. This will directly influence him, bringing great power and ability to withstand his political enemies, but endangers his life during his entire administration. Determined efforts to retard the financial and recovery programs, which our President promulgates, will be made.

The former economic ideas of our Leader now changes for one of stabilization and “freezing of finances.” A complete change upon our economic front is indicated, with public sentiment rigid against favoritism to European nations.

A return to the GOLD STANDARD is strongly evident. Bankers, congressmen and Industry will endeavor to defeat the plans of the President, and may, for the time being, seem to succeed.

Railway strikes occur; miners arise in dissent and protest; labor troubles strike the manufacturing world. Throughout the nation, Saturn’s influence brings great discontent.

The enemies to economic salvation of the country are strong and numerous, and IF the forces of evil and selfishness are not condemned by the public itself, the President will fail to prevent a crisis which now arises.

Earthquakes and serious troubles affect the Western Coast. February will be a particularly adverse month for California, with severe earthquakes near Los Angeles; storms and sea disturbances occurring. All shipping will be adversely affected by storms, bad weather and labor difficulties. Gigantic
losses will be suffered through lapse of foreign trade.

All modes of TRANSPORTATION is adversely affected during the first four months of this year; with railways, aviation and mining coming under particularly severe afflictions. A determined protest against existing taxation problems and real estate complications, is made.

The health of many prominent legislators fail during this season. The storm and stress through which the Nation is passing will well-nigh wreck the courage of many leaders. The health of the people will be bad. Suicides increase. Workers will arise in arms against financial propositions.

Tax payers protest against proposed tax assessments.

The prohibition question is now something of the past, with the Repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment followed by ratification by the forty eight States. Stirring news concerning poisoned liquor and liquor shortage will be noted.

Blizzards and extreme cold bring privation to the people. Farms, labor and veterans will be dissatisfied and arise in protest against existing conditions.

This season is marked by great violence, strikes, riots and sensational fires in public buildings. Explosions will occur throughout the world. Shipping and railways suffer, not only through atmospheric conditions, but through sabotage.

A determined newspaper campaign is now being waged against Administration Policies. Intervention in foreign affairs, with war debts, tariff and trading agreements up for consultation, arouses indignation of the public to white heat.

Great and far reaching programs of Public Building, Water projects and Agriculture now claim the attention of the Governmental leaders. The unemployment problem seems to remain a confused enigmatic problem.

Many important changes in regard to financial institutions
begin to take place. Banks and governmental expenditures take prominence, and, afflicted by the Moon and Neptune, Mercury occupying the financial house for this quarter is indicative of legislation affecting banking and taxation, of court decisions involving bankers and prominent industrialists, bringing sensational financial changes in banking and financial methods. Banks will not cooperate in opening up their resources for credit.

Particular troubles arise over past treaties and agreements with England, Germany and Japan.

New York (ruled by Cancer and greatly afflicted by Pluto) and Washington (afflicted by Saturn), experience terrible crimes, scandals and much excitement over financial and governmental matters.

Prisons and hospitals come in for their share of adversity during this season, particularly in March, with both Neptune and Mars now in full control of the planetary picture. Labor is dissatisfied, prison occupants and state institutions are aroused to great dissatisfaction and violent protest.

Through all the conditions existant at this time, the wise man and woman notes the gradual elimination of the Old Regime, with a new social, economic and industrial era dawning before our startled eyes! To experience a NEW ERA, the message of the Stars indicates a virtual abandonment of the old systems. The forces of selfishness and greed, which prompted Abraham Lincoln to declare that a “nation cannot exist half-slave and half-free” have attempted to bind us in economic chains far worse than those which promulgated the Civil War. The forces of materialistic greed, which cannot see all the good of all the people all the time, will conspire to disrupt our economic peace; bring war and violence, and even threaten our President’s life. They will, in
devious ways, forget the collective good in their fight to maintain their individual rights. The limitations imposed upon us during this period will, except those of a supernatural nature, such as storms, earthquakes and floods, be caused by the forces working against the fundamental principles of our Constitution.

To insure the “domestic tranquility” of which our Constitution assures every citizen, we must remain calm and confident of the stability of our Government, the future Destiny of which cannot possibly be wrecked.

Through carelessness, graft, and illegal manipulation of responsibility, many of our states now find themselves on the verge of bankruptcy, thus producing a period of financial chaos, and great unrest among the people. Out of this condition, produced by orgies of spending will emerge a safe and sane economic system which future adverse influences will be unable to retard.

THE UNITED STATES now seems to be taking her share of the “bitter medicine” of world turmoil, with the threatened overthrow of organized financial control. This does not mean that our Nation will collapse or that Democracy, unequally yoked with monarchistic oppression, must suffer such periods of domestic travail. Out of the present conditions, may we hope that a NEW AMERICA and a new citizenry will emerge with the old evils abolished?

History records that the new cannot be born without first having witnessed the elimination, or death, of the old—thus, we cannot hope to escape unscathed during this period of regeneration.

MARCH finds our nation in the grip of great Labor upheavals, due to the new era which is slowly coming across
the horizon. Readjustments, plans and new hopes for the workers will be entertained.

The Midwest should enjoy a very profitable and prosperous season, due to the improvements of agricultural districts.

The venom of a disillusioned and embittered world is now turned upon this nation and the State Craft will weather the storm only after cooperation and sacrifice are united; to save us until THE OIL OF BETTER PLANETARY INFLUENCES is poured out upon the troubled waters of economic hazard and storm which we now face!

The opposition or afflicting influences now existing between URANUS (change) and JUPITER (fortune and finances) takes place during the last week of January and the first week of February; these weeks will be particularly hectic weeks on the stock exchange, banking and governmental circles. Great reforms, new experiments in financing, much waste of time and money, will be noted. Sensational changes in regard to financial matters occur; reforms and financial adjustments take place, which carry out the Lunar influence of the Eclipse which signifies a "CHANGE IN ALL THINGS." We may expect tremendous governmental changes, financial upheavals and mutation of all kinds during this winter period!
"He shall think to change time and laws."

Daniel 7:25

"And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth with the beasts of the earth."

Revelation 6:8
The Eclipses of the Winter Season

"There shall be Signs in the Sun and the Moon"

An Eclipse of the Sun is one of the most impressive sights which nature offers to our eyes. It is such an awesome sight, to see the great Orb of the Sun slowly being eclipsed by the shadow of the Moon, that it is no wonder our fore-fathers, watching this bewildering sight, imagined that “a dragon was devouring it.”

The ancient scientists considered an eclipse of THE SUN the outstanding astronomical event of each year. By it, time was computed, future events tabulated and recorded. The history and tracing of eclipses runs far back into the dim vistas of past civilizations.

The Eclipses, both Lunar and Solar, which occur during 1934 are tremendously interesting to the scientific student, for the influence of the FIXED SIGNS in which each eclipse falls, during the year, is of a lasting nature.

Eclipses indicate important and far-reaching events. In some instances, the effects upon the earth of a Solar Eclipse take sometime in occurring, but in a Lunar eclipse, the effects are felt almost immediately.

Eclipses in Fixed Signs, then, have a lasting effect, so that conditions and circumstances which arise through such an eclipse are not alleviated; that which is done, through reaction to this fixed sign influence, does not CHANGE!
The SIGN POSITION of any eclipse is first to be considered. The Lunar Eclipse of January 30th, 1934, falls in the fixed fiery Sign of LEO, which the ancients declare means the “mutation or change of all things”; in opposition to Sun, Saturn, Mercury and Venus, this Lunar eclipse signifies a violent change, through which conditions for the time being will be disturbed and dangerous. Movements of armies, fighting, dissension among the people, scarcity of the agricultural products of the earth—all this is signified by the Lunar eclipse. It has particular influence over Italy and France, and the Balkan States of Europe. It will bring greatly strained relations between various European powers.

At the time of the Eclipse, a direct opposition occurs between Uranus and Jupiter, bringing great changes to the political and financial policies of the Nation, as well as throughout the world! Saturn’s influence is apt to cause the deaths of prominent governmental leaders, and amongst residents of the White House. Mars in opposition to the place of the eclipse of August 21st, 1933, is apt to cause changes to occur suddenly, in Congress, with great fights amongst legislators, over future policies of the nation. The Lunar Eclipse will be very adverse for the health of our people, and for the welfare of children and women.

Los Angeles and all the western coast will be adversely affected, with great scares, storms, and excitement prevailing.

The Navy will be activated and make important changes through this Lunar effect.
The Solar Eclipse of February 13, 1934

Ptolemy states that Solar Eclipses falling in “Fixed Signs” cause “changes in institutions and buildings.” It is also said that eclipses in airy signs (Aquarius), cause great agricultural losses, death and destruction of animals and beasts of the field! Falling in the sixth section of the chart, erected for the United States, this brings distress to the western coast, depression and agricultural demands for alleviation of farm difficulties. The Solar influence will greatly affect the health of the people, bringing epidemics and much sickness.

Great storms and earthquakes occur through this Eclipse influence. Russia, Japan, England, France, Germany, and, in fact, all of Europe now comes under very distressing influences.

The Eclipse effect upon finances will be very interesting. The Gold Standard and stabilization of currency is benefitted by this Eclipse, so that readjustments in financing occur. The Eclipse throws Labor into confusion and great unrest, so that the people are stirred into action.

Mysterious crimes and kidnappings occur, with prison riots and restlessness. Much sickness fills the hospitals.

Uranus will cause riots and panics among people in buildings and public institutions. Mercury afflicting Neptune brings a sensational poisoning case to light. There will be a great deal of drinking and high excitement over liquor problems—
Fires in buildings, destruction and fall of buildings with explosions and havoc occurs. During April, when Uranus is afflicted by Mars, this influence will be adverse, causing singular political changes, uprisings against taxation and financial declarations. The Eclipse is adverse for the President, causing ill health, sadness and sorrow, and much opposition.

International debts and loans come up for consideration. Far-reaching troubles arise through differences of the nations; activity in the army and navy will be great. Aviation takes tremendous strides forward, although the afflictions to Uranus bring disasters and accidents.

Russia suffers great upheavals, financial difficulties and food famines; many sensational political changes occur, Poland is also ruled by Aquarius, and suffers terrible war vibrations which rock all of Europe. Sweden suffers sorrow through this Eclipse Influence.

Japan endures severe earthquakes and financial reverses. Death of prominent leaders in Japan will occur; Japan will invade China and, later in the year, Japan suffers terrific financial depression.

Socialism and anarchy spreads through England, with great dissatisfaction with the present Government! However, Saturn is beneficial to England, through trading agreements and international financial arrangements. April is a particularly adverse month for England, Germany and Japan.
The Spring Season

(Begins with THE SUN'S INGRESS INTO ARIES on March 21st, 1934)

THE SUN'S INGRESS INTO ARIES is the most important astrological period of each year. The following three months of this quarter will, doubtless, prove most sensational, for all the disturbance and dissatisfaction of the winter quarter is now stirred into action through the Cardinal influences now predominating.

In Washington, D.C., the Sun's Ingress into Aries occurs in the 2nd house, emphasizing the financial situation upon which all other progress and events of this period will depend.

The 2nd section of the chart governs BANKS, COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS, TRADE, THE NATIONAL TREASURY, AND THE STOCK EXCHANGE:—

A conjunction of Mars (action) and Uranus (change) occurs on April 19th, in aspect to the Sun, which stirs all financial matters into great activity.

In the Spring Ingress Chart for 1933, the Sun's Ingress occurred in the 5th section of the chart, which governs speculation, gambling, betting and indicating much activity in the nation; Mars and Jupiter ruled the 2nd house of this chart, in 1933, which brought the famous "Gold Standard" declaration of our President and the subsequent astounding stock market activity.
For 1934, the month of April finds Uranus afflicted by Mars, bringing clashes between the president and great financial interests. Uranus rules the financial house, and Mars rules the 10th house which has particular rule over the President, his actions and declarations.

A period of violent happenings occur at this time, in which war news, aviation and railway disasters are prominent. The entire month of April will be sensational, with wars and revolutionary uprisings current throughout the world.

Stabilization of finances now takes place, with startling political changes and agreements between nations. Financial power will be wielded by great industries, and the entire country will undergo tremendous change through the organization of controlled financial interests. Labor was prominent during the Winter Quarter—Industry now becomes prominent, and great financial power will be welding Industry into a gigantic trust and combination of interests.

Terrible accidents occur to railroads and airplanes. The new regime of social and economic experiments, as evidenced by the oppositions of Uranus and Jupiter disrupt the former order of financing. 1934 witnesses sensational struggles between Labor and Industry which will rock the world, and wreck both unless their differences are adjusted.

Tremendous financial and dictatorial powers will be in the hands of a financial Dictator. A railroad strike is threatened; sensational fires, violent uprisings among the people, with bombings and explosions in public and governmental buildings, occur.

School children and teachers will suffer, through financial difficulties encountered by the school boards, and through weather conditions which wreck school buildings and bring great discomfort to children.
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A great Economic Conference will endeavor to stabilize world currency and restore the world to its former financial status; this is impossible, for the world cannot retrace its steps to regain THE OLD; it must go on—to whatever Fate has in store.

Startling commercial treaties, revelation of strained relations with England, France and Japan over trading agreements and secret treaties, will be made. Japan will experience an earthquake. England witnesses shocking riots and uprisings against the Government in power.

The Administration will be limited and opposed by the powerful banking and financial interests with which it will clash . . . . Saturn's influence is still holding Venus in its grip so that we will still experience the limitations and financial worry to which we should, by this time, be accustomed!

Determined opposition to further taxation will be noted. Financial conditions will be particularly adverse during April, from the 13th through the 19th, with Jupiter receiving the afflicting vibrations of the Sun, Mars and Uranus, all of which afflicts our national prosperity.

Huge expenditures of money for military provisions are to be expected.

Poland is a war center influence. Spain, ruled by Jupiter, will experience uprisings and sensational political changes. Our trading agreements and commercial troubles with the rest of the world will be largely to blame for the discouragement noted in the United States at this time.

Great danger to the life and welfare of our leaders is noted; Shipping will suffer heavy losses through explosions, fires, storms and labor troubles. Military preparations stir the army and navy into action. Explosions occur on warships and aviation. The Orient proves a source of danger.
Neptune's influence brings financial losses through fraud and underhanded dealings.

Saturn, significator of our national wealth and annual Budget, is very restricting.

Earthquakes mar the season for the western coast. Storms and electrical phenomena strike the eastern coast.

June marks an improvement of business and financial conditions. Serious labor troubles, with uprisings among the unemployed occur during April, May and June. Great labor demonstrations and marches of the unemployed may be expected. Mining and railroads are particularly affected by unrest and disaster.

Agricultural troubles, through crop losses and serious disease of cattle and farm animals stirs the farmer into protest. Children and women suffer sickness and much privation.

Sometime during 1934, and probably during the Spring Quarter, sensational discussions and agreements concerning railroads and governmental control of them, will occur.
The Summer Season

(Begins with THE SUN'S INGRESS INTO CANCER on June 22nd, 1934)

URANUS IS NOW IN TAURUS, and is ruler of the Summer Ingress Chart; this brings a decidedly better outlook to our financial affairs although the echoes of the Winter and Spring Quarters remain with us. Mars is in Gemini, in adverse aspect to Neptune, which brings great Labor demonstrations and demands upon the Government. Serious fires, explosions and anarchistic outrages occur during June and September particularly. Mars, when in Gemini, always brings strife to the United States, emphasizing the martial spirit of the people.

San Francisco will be especially affected by violence, shocks, fires, crimes and great danger.

Much trouble and perplexity remains for the Government, in working out its plans and in dealing with the peoples' demands. Mining disasters, earthquakes and fires in public buildings mark the summer. Buildings and agricultural interests suffer through dissatisfaction of farming and labor interests.

The Postal Service will be concerned over a sensational robbery; Railroads will suffer from accidents and from insubordination of employees, determined efforts to bring better working conditions and harmony are being made. A great deal of favor will be shown the workers, farmers and agricultural interests.
A wave of pleasure-seeking sweeps the continent; theatres and amusement resorts will prosper. Much gambling and recklessness is indicated.

MARS affects schools, teachers, and children, causing panics in public buildings and danger to women and children through sickness and accident. The Western Coast will now begin to prosper, although San Francisco figures in prominent headlines featuring the sensational fires, explosions to buildings and bridges, with possible earthquakes. A sinister danger of war or underhanded plotting against our peace threatens the west all through the year.

Much drunkenness and crime marks this period. Floods will rage and cause much damage. Great strides in socialism will be marked; sensational news of war and violence comes from abroad.

Danger of revolution in the Orient is now strong, with needed financial changes and agreements made between clashing interests. Money conditions in Europe and the Orient are very forbidding. A steady and determined stride toward Progress will be noted among our people, although loss for our great financial institutions occurs abroad. Uranus in Taurus begins to bring decided desire for ADJUSTMENT OF FINANCES, with great money trusts and organizations coming into power, centrally fixing currency values and managing the finances of the world from one source!

Germany now experiences many financial trials and unrest. The Jews will suffer and a heated wave of indignation arises against Hitler. This period will be very adverse for the leaders of Germany, bringing possible revolution and assassination, with a threat of the restoration of the monarchy (NOT THE RESTORATION OF THE KAISER.)

Great moves for the benefit of the workers, and for agri-
cultural relief benefits the Middle West, although farmers will be greatly incensed over loss of farm animals and stock. Storms and tornadoes, with a peculiar epidemic apparent amongst cattle and domestic animals, will be noted.

California will prosper, except during AUGUST. The northwest suffers from disastrous floods and sedition.

A great deal of financial fraud is noted, with Uranus impelling the manufacture of fraudulent currency; Uranus now changes the financial systems of the world, with new and amazing money suggestions, financial manipulations and ideas.

Europe and Asia create agitation against our foreign trade during JULY. Sensational changes in legal matters, with astounding legal decisions, will be made. Shipping suffers from fires and accidents. Our colonies will experience much trouble. The Lunation of JULY 11th brings the following thirty day period into prominence through sensational happenings in the White House, and in connection with deaths and troubles in high Governmental Circles.

Labor unrest and trouble with Industry begins again in September, but the great trine between Saturn and Jupiter which now occurs enables difficulties to be amicably settled. The farmers receive that needed encouragement from the Government which they have sought.

Trouble with discontented factors will be manifested during the entire month of September, with Mars coming to an opposition of Saturn. Great floods occur during September, due to the Lunation's influence with Neptune. Prices tend to be very high.

The first two days of September will be decidedly adverse for all Important Personal or National Matters!
“Thou art weighed in the balance and art found wanting.”
Daniel 5:27

“There shall be wars, and rumors of war.”
Matthew 24:6
Lunar Eclipse of July 26, 1934

The Moon’s eclipse of this date falls in the 2nd degree of Aquarius, in square or adverse aspect to Uranus in Taurus. The Lunar Eclipse in the 1st decanate of Aquarius is said to “show sickness of a king or ruler.” Uranus is ruler of the Sign in which the Moon is eclipsed, and this planet is now very prominent in world affairs.

Uranus, as we have said, is the symbol of revolution; and its aspects to any nation always bring out the revolutionary aspects which have been latent heretofore. Uranus in Taurus always brings a desire for FREEDOM and liberty from excess taxation—for instance: prior to the Revolutionary War of 1776, Uranus had transited through Taurus for a period of seven years, in which the colonies made their demands for representation and legislative justice from England. Their demands were not heeded, and, when Uranus (symbol of Liberty) entered Gemini, the sign of action which has peculiar rule over the United States, revolution began; brother fought against brother; nation against nation—all for justice and liberty which Uranus represented. Uranus, now entering Taurus for a short stay will but stir the desire of workers and the masses for more freedom. There will be much traveling, great pleasure waves and mad orgies of spending occur through this Lunar Eclipse, while severe epidemics and waves of sickness act particularly upon children and women. The Eclipse falls in the 6th house of a chart erected for Washington, D.C., which is the “house of sickness.” A fam-
ous judge will die, legislators and representatives of the people will suffer violence and sickness. Great unrest and dissatisfaction will be noted throughout the nation during this time. Singular accidents and explosions occur on warships and military circles. Aviation will be particularly affected in an adverse manner. Uranus, occupying the 9th section of the chart, brings an effort toward world agreements on tariffs and trading stipulations.

Schools and children are very adversely affected by this Lunar Eclipse which is closely followed by a Solar Eclipse occurring on August 10th.

International agreements and conditions in foreign countries will be very severe at this time, with much quarreling and dissatisfaction between nations. Uranus endeavors to straighten out the financial and trading problems of the various countries but meets with governmental interference.

Japan now begins to suffer through internal discontent and heavy financial problems bring her close to bankruptcy. Great excitement occurs throughout the world through railroad disasters and amalgamation of such organizations.
Solar Eclipse of August 10, 1934

This Eclipse falls in 17 degrees of Leo in the 1st house of the chart erected for this date for Washington, D.C. The first house rules THE PEOPLE, their state of health, mental attitude and outlook upon present conditions. This Eclipse finds the masses in a particularly aroused state of mind over taxation, financial conditions in regard to banks and business houses which are not acting fairly with the public. Neptune's influence in this eclipse is very strong, bringing socialistic riots, strikes and outrages against authority. A bombing or bold robbery occurs in banks, and serious trouble comes to bankers and leading financiers caused through fraud—August will be a particularly evil month due to the mood of the people who will not take dictation during this period. Much gambling, great hilarity and traveling will now be noted, the people endeavoring to forget the moment in the search for thrills and amusement. Mercury is in adverse aspect to Uranus, which occupies the 10th section of this chart; it will bring "THE VOICE OF AUTHORITY" in connection with financing and money matters, and important changes occur in the White House and in Washington!

A great deal of secret diplomacy and plotting is now being made against our Government and Leader, due to Pluto's influence with Mars in Cancer in the "house of secrets."

There will be a sensational prison break and episode during the summer quarter which is accompanied by explosions and violence. Violent robberies and a crime wave sweeps the country. Chicago is particularly affected.
Tremendous earthquakes occur due to this Eclipse influence, through Central and South America, Southern Europe, Japan, and the south eastern states of our own Nation.

There is the possibility of governmental interference in the officers of Chicago (ruled by the 1st decanate of Leo which receives this very adverse influence).

Saturn's influence in this chart, occupying the 8th house and just over the place of the February eclipse, will be very adverse for the health of the people and that of our Leader—Important positions in the Government will be vacated through death.

Cardinal Signs govern the Angles of the Eclipse Chart. Always when the Cardinal Signs (Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn are prominent in a Mundane Chart, the affairs of ENGLAND, INDIA, CHINA AND JAPAN COME INTO WORLD PROMINENCE—this is strongly noted for this particular period!

In AUGUST 1914, there was an eclipse of the Sun which fell in opposition to Saturn, occurring over the great fixed star of Regulus, in the 28th degree of LEO. This proved most unfortunate for France (which is governed by LEO) and doubly unfortunate for Russia (which is ruled by Aquarius).

The Solar Eclipse of August 1914, falling over Regulus, the Star of THE KING, foretold the outbreak of war, the fall of kings, the assassination of the Czar, the exile of the Kaiser, and the ruin of France through war.

This eclipse was repeated in August of 1933, falling in the same place and position, in the fixed sign of Leo, afflicting Saturn in Aquarius (just as the influences were during 1914).

The picture of the Heavens is reassembling itself into the same striking colors and lines as those which preceeded the
outbreak of the Great World War, by which the nations of the world will be drawn into a vortex which can be avoided only by remembering that "history repeats itself." We are wise only through remembering former experiences and lessons which we should have learned from the past! The eclipse of the Sun in Leo always foretells the death of kings and scattering of kingdoms. The 1914 eclipse reached its maximum in 1933, and brought to an end the king-period of the earth, with but one exception.

Thus the Eclipses in February and August of 1934 point an index finger to the revolutionary outlook of the year—to warfare, violence and intensely exciting happenings.
"The moving finger writes: and, having writ moves on:
nor all your piety and wit shall lure it back to cancel half a
line, nor all your tears wash out a word of it."

KHAYYAM, Astronomer-Poet
The Fall Season

(Begins with THE SUN'S INGRESS INTO LIBRA
ON SEPTEMBER 23rd, 1934)

Jupiter is highly elevated in the Ingress Chart for this quarter, promising much prosperity and good fortune during the last two months of this year, but making OCTOBER a month of sensational events and violent happenings!

Jupiter is again afflicted during October, so that many important changes occur in Governmental and financial circles. The Stock Market will fall and financial matters bring havoc and loss to many. An opposition between Uranus and Jupiter, Mars and Saturn brings low the hopes of many. Banks will be robbed, money matters are again greatly confused and taxation causes unrest. October will be a month of repurcussions throughout the world; and, in the United States, it will provide many sensations. Politics, the welfare of governmental leaders and stirring news concerning war fills the air.

Uranus causes havoc in financial, industrial and banking centers through sudden trouble by socialistic uprisings and present world affairs. Financial leaders will be very unpopular. The peace and welfare of our nation will be seriously threatened, with our finances in an alarming state.

An entire change of monetary values and financial arrangements now takes place. Saturn brings depression of securities and finances, and afflicted by Mars, causes violence directed toward financial and industrial leaders. The iron and steel industry is affected; deaths of military, naval and governmental officials will occur.
Fires, accidents and crimes take place. A serious railroad accident will occur. Aviation suffers from accidents and explosions.

The courts will pass important decisions on gambling and racing activities. Venus will greatly benefit Labor.

The United States and Germany suffer from violence, crime and murders. Germany will now experience great internal turmoil.

The death of a noted politician or governmental leader takes place, due to the position of Jupiter in the Ingress Chart.

November brings sensational news but promises alleviation from many of the financial worries of the past year—Jupiter now enters Scorpio which brings a great development in new Industries, and the conjunctions of Venus and Jupiter prove most helpful for trade, commerce and Labor. The conjunction of Jupiter and Mercury in the fixed sign of Scorpio will be indicative of earthquakes during this month, with possible great danger to the southern and eastern states; a danger zone spreads from New Orleans through Baltimore, Washington, on through Halifax.

The strange position of planets in Scorpio strengthens the hands of those opposing the President, making this an adverse period for him; Scorpio rules Washington, D.C., where many sensational changes are now taking place.

A conjunction of Mars and Neptune occurs on November 11th and 12th, causing sensational banking incidents, storms and earthquakes.

Crime is on the increase; the position of Mars and Neptune indicates much criminal financing throughout the country, with counterfeiting (Neptunian) and kidnappings occurring. Bankers, judges and lawyers suffer from this conjunc-
tion. The stock market should experience much activity during November, and mining and oil will be prominent.

Revolutions, caused by Uranus and Mars, occur throughout the world, earthquakes taking place in established routine and acceptance of organized Government.

Dictation of currency and financial values is now an accepted fact; money is being spent in huge sums on land, agriculture, and promotion of farming and land movements.

These words are not a brief for the selfish greed and power of the few, who would hinder the accumulation by the masses; it is but a statement of the Great Emancipator that all men should be allowed to freely work and diligently earn for themselves. But, as long as the laboring man cannot accumulate and has no possible assurance of a task through which he may supply his needs, capitalism will be threatened, for he who has no money nor home will not think of value nor of protecting the home of him who hath.

Thus, the minds of those in the Nation turn, in this time of stress, to the words of Lincoln when he said:

"A time is coming which alarms and unnerves me, when all the wealth will be in the hands of the few. I have more anxiety for my country now than during the war."

The struggle between Industry and Labor will continue until a more equitable distribution of wealth occurs, when each man is given the opportunity to work and accumulate. The more wealth an individual possesses, the less communistic traits he will possess; to save the world from anarchy and chaos, the financial situation which is now current throughout, not only the United States, but the world, must undergo the changes which are predicted in this volume. It does not mean the "end of the world," but it does mean the
gradual unfoldment of “the land of promise” to both labor and Industry alike.

We will experience trouble with Cuba, and abroad through colonial and commercial matters.

Dr. Oliver Sprague, foremost banking adviser of the Administration recently remarked, in speaking of the world monetary and economic questions, that the capitalism show is finished:

“The system cannot survive many years,” he stated, “unless WE get together and tackle the problems that are assauling it everywhere.”

The Capitalistic System has been foremost in this nation and as long as initiative and individuality is allowed, men will seek to store up goods for himself. On March 21st, 1864, in speaking of Capitalism, Abraham Lincoln said:

“Property is the fruit of labor; property is desirable; it is a positive good in the world. That some should be rich shows that others may become rich, and hence is just encouragement to industry and enterprise. Let not him who is houseless pull down the house of another, but let him work diligently and build one for himself, thus by example assuring that his own shall be safe from violence when built.”

The rise of Asia and of the Orient to power and military strength will be noted, now that JUPITER IS IN SCORPIO. Moves for Freedom for the Philippine Islands may succeed this year!

The end of the year promises to be prosperous, with many difficulties settled for the time being, and with labor and Industry settling their differences at conference tables and meetings. Money will be plentiful, with the United States coming forward, from her year of trial, to lead the world in declara-
tions of prosperity and peace! The changes in the financial and economic world which we have experienced during this year were necessary, and if new prosperity and peace can be maintained through having experienced the lessons of the past four seasons, well and good!

The December Lunation occurs in the 9th section of the chart, bringing great religious revivals, a wave of charity and giving to the poor. The unrest which may be manifested during the month will be settled amicably. Finances should take a sudden upward rise, due to the beneficent influence of UR-ANUS, well aspected, in the financial house. Unemployment still exists, to be fired into sorrowful action during Saturn’s affliction to Neptune in 1935, but the existing conditions at this time are decidedly more prosperous and favorable than earlier in the year.

A very prominent man, born in Sagittarius (November 21st through December 21st) now begins to dominate national affairs to a great extent.

Some striking criminal cases, now before the public, will attract much attention through the dispatch and quickness of decisions made against the racketeering and criminal element.

Sensational political disclosures, during the fall quarter, of noted financiers and politicians who have endeavored to “sell America short” will be heralded far and wide.

Sensations noted during 1934 will have been sensations in banking and financial circles, with decisive moves to ameliorate current money conditions, to provide more money and distribute currency. Uranus in Taurus will shatter the past modes and methods of banking, and bring to the fore the new thinker and financier. Great agricultural developments, with increased interest in food stuffs, wheat and cotton!
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Sensational rise in military and naval strength of the United States. Increased interest in science and invention, particularly as regards explosives, poison gases, transportation methods and airplanes. Great changes in the motion picture industry, through new financing and artistic plans. Education takes an upward turn, the minds of the public becoming interested in psycho-analysis and education of criminals. Great humanitarian movements sweep the land! Sensational happenings in RADIO-LAND, with organization of new companies and radio trusts.

Kidnappings and crimes against leaders are most prominent during January, February, March, June, August and October. Reform of our legislation, reform of law courts—REFORM everywhere will be noted.
Virgo, 18 degrees, is on the Ascendant of the chart erected for the time of the President's birth. The Ascendant is of supreme importance in the individual chart, for through it all the gifts and talents of the personality and individuality must be expressed. Virgo is the sign of INTELLECT, and with Uranus, the planet of genius, in exact conjunction to the Ascendant, our President has intellect far above the ordinary. Virgo is the Zodiac Sign which has particular reference to the Navy of the nation, and his activities in behalf of the United States Navy only corroborate this Virgo influence. Virgo has rule over INDUSTRY, THE WORKING MAN, AGRICULTURE, and all things to do with the industrial and economic life of a nation. The tremendous interest and efforts made by President Roosevelt to alleviate all conditions pertaining to these things emphasize his sensational capacity for thought, work and devotion to any Cause.

Uranus on the Ascendant makes the pioneer, the man who thinks and WHO ALSO ACTS; it introduces a new era, new ideas, new systems. Thus "THE NEW DEAL" program of the President has Uranus to blame, or to thank, for the precedents which the President has broken, for the courage and audacity with which he has acted and spoken. Uranus rules radio, and for the first time in history, a President came to
the people over "the air" with his program of reconstruction and relief.

THE PEOPLE seem to be for the President and will maintain their loyalty despite the tremendous upheavals which 1934 will bring! In the President, the working man has his salvation, and regardless of progress in alleviating the condition prevalent throughout the country—that of UNEMPLOYMENT, the President, according to his planetary influences, is the ONE MAN who will make every effort to do so. Whether he succeeds or fails, he at least has the interest of mankind at heart! He will not be impelled to act through selfish motives, nor will he fear to act through hesitancy to offend powerful interests who block his path.

The danger to the President's program will come through the advice which he may receive from others. THE SUN, Venus and Mercury in Aquarius at the time of his birth give him a tremendous faculty for FRIENDSHIP and cooperation with others in any program—either social, personal or national. This is evidenced by the cooperation which he has given to those working in his various departments for relief. However, Saturn afflicting Venus through the long months of 1934 will bring false friendships and loss through the advice of others, to him.

Mercury in Aquarius gives him ability to judge human nature, drawing his conclusions from intuition and experience, and when experience conflicts with his intuition, he will be at a loss. Mercury in Aquarius gives ability to see both sides of any question, and in the financial question, President Roosevelt can ably see both sides—that of Industry and of Labor. George Washington had Mercury in this eleventh sign of the Zodiac, thus increasing his fame as the "Father of his country"—this was the mind which made him pray as
he stood at Valley Forge and witnessed the destitution and privation of his ragged Revolutionists.

President Roosevelt has an extremely clever mind, with Mercury in trine aspect to Mars in Gemini. This will enable him to out-think and out-wit his enemies or false advisers to a great extent! It gives a hard-working, fast thinking nature, thrown into irritation and sharpness by opposition. Opposition will never cause this President to retreat into his shell, but will make him more bold and persistent, although under stress and terrific pressure, he might act quickly and later regret his haste and impetuousness.

Mars is the most elevated planet of the President's chart, bringing strife and the need for overcoming, into his life. He has proven "his fighting spirit" in his remarkable return to health and physical activity, after the paralysis, caused by Uranus and Aquarius took him from public life.

Saturn in Taurus gives grim determination and strengthens the character which lies beneath the smiles and friendliness which the public sees. Saturn in his chart has the support of THE MOON, Neptune and Jupiter, but is afflicted by Venus. This brings him disappointment through children and family affairs.

The great fighters of past generations have been impelled to drastic courage and grim determination to fight, regardless of obstacles, by Saturn in Taurus, which occupies the 8th section of the President's chart.

General U. S. Grant possessed Saturn in Taurus, which made him capable of winning the Civil War for Lincoln; Alexander the Great had the same position of Saturn in Taurus. Joan of Arc had this same position of Saturn, and strangely enough, she came to the determined rescue of a great nation in its most horrible moment of confusion and crisis. The
President is selfish about one thing—and that is his privacy which, when he wants it, he demands it! His health and physical well being are valuable and he considers them his most potent allies in his present fight. He would show no mercy to friend or foe who endeavored to injure him, physically.

The President will suffer violence in public office, as is witnessed by Mars, ruler of the 8th house, occupying the 10th house, or the house of PUBLIC OFFICE and honor.

Jupiter, Neptune and Saturn, all in Taurus, interests the President in such momentous subjects as FINANCES (ruled by Taurus), Agriculture, Mining and in restoring the nation to a FIXED (evidenced by the number of Fixed Signs prominent in his chart) STATUS OF WEALTH.

Jupiter in Taurus makes one particularly favored in restoring a business which has run down or become bankrupt—it is most significant that, in this time of financial peril, such a man should come into power.

1934 and 1935 will be the most trying years of the President's life! Failure in his aims and ambitions faces him during 1934; sickness and much ill health threatens him during 1935, as Saturn slowly comes through his "house of sickness" in opposition to his Ascendant. However, 1934 brings the crisis in his personal and political affairs, due to the extraordinary change of Uranus into Taurus, in his 8th house (house of death), and Jupiter into Scorpio in his 2nd house (house of money.) The entire year is favorable for his personal safety and well being, particularly afflicted by the Eclipses occurring in Fixed Signs. January and February are very adverse months for his well being; March threatens him with deception and sickness; May and June brings Saturn to a very threatening aspect, with Mars also afflicting
him. The period from June through October of 1934 brings a time of sensation and accusations, with threats to his life, and that which occurs in his life during this period will be very difficult to offset. October and November will be particularly evil months for his own personal safety.

His plans during the entire year of 1934 will be sensational, daring and revolutionary. If one plan fails, he will try another, wearing down the strength and hardihood of much stronger men. He will suffer great opposition from Congress, when it convenes in the Winter Quarter, and will carry his appeal to the people of the United States!

He will remember that it was not the Democratic nor the Republican Party which brought him into power, but that vast army of unallied voters, who swing each election with their tremendous power. He will not be traitor to the people whom he represents, except that his aims, hopes and wishes will suffer tremendous set-backs during the year, for which he, of course, will be blamed! April brings a conjunction of Mars and Uranus in his 8th house, both planets being in 27 degrees of Aries:—this will cause tremendous changes in his financial policies, splits with former partners and allies will occur. His own life and safety will undergo great danger, but it seems that he will arise from the turmoil, unless treachery enters into the picture; The 8th house is the house of death, and this malefic conjunction of planets, URANUS, MARS AND THE SUN will threaten him. However, Uranus and Mars will be in good aspect to Mercury and Mars in his own horoscope. JUNE finds him under Mars vibrations. When we recall that APRIL is usually the month of most astounding incidents and happenings in our nation, we need look toward April of 1934 as one of real sensation!

May and June finds him under adverse influences for trav-
el or communication with foreign countries, which are strongly indicated during these months.

For 1934, many private and secret agreements seem to be made by the President with other nations and groups—secrecy in undermining and wrecking his plans and economic program is particularly powerful during this year.

Neptune occupies the house of "secret enemies" coming to a close conjunction to his Ascendant and radical position of Uranus, which will threaten him with ill health, hospital experiences, dangerous contacts with criminals and maniacs. November 11th and 12th of 1934 are particularly evil days for him, with plotting and violence directed toward him by the conjunctions of Mars (violence) and Neptune (secret enemies), but these planetary influences will be making a trine (good) aspect to his Neptune in the house of death which brings secret service agents and watchers to his protection.

The Solar Eclipse of February 13, 1934 brings important changes to the Government and to our Leader which takes effect as the gradual influence of the Solar Eclipse becomes powerful.
Safety of Our President

GREAT WORLD CONFERENCE
PEACE AND ECONOMIC

With the many adverse influences upon our President during 1934, I somehow or other have "a hunch" (not an astrological one) that he will overthrow the secret influences working against economic salvation of the Nation and against his own welfare and life! He will go through the Garden of Gethsemanee during 1934, that is true, and his very life is threatened, but until his "time of service is ended" I believe that he will remain at the helm of our governmental bark.

He will suffer lack of popularity through any peace or economic dealings he may have with foreign nations.

Great world conferences mark this year. The peace and economic problems of the world will be taken up and discussed with every effort made to alleviate existing conditions. Whether these conferences are successful or not depends upon the unselfishness with which each nation comes to discuss world salvation.

SOUTH AMERICA begins to progress in an astounding manner and the United States will turn, more and more, to this great market for manufactured and raw articles. The Old World is symbolical of Saturn and of NEPTUNE, both of which planets have created our internal disturbances; the New World, signified by URANUS, will bring great harmony, wealth and good fortune to this nation. NEW AND GREAT AVIATION ROUTES WILL BE PERFECTED which
speed up the pace of the world and bring each nation into very close touch.

RELIGION becomes newly popular, and the minds of the people turn to scientific research and to philosophical studies.

GREAT GOVERNMENTAL AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS WILL NOW MARK THE DAY!

OUR GREATEST FINANCIAL ADVISERS SPEAK OF THE ENDING OF THE CAPITALISTIC SYSTEM:—This cannot help but occur if labor is given more and more time for leisure. The less a man works, the less interested he is in making money for his employer . . . . the struggle between Industry and Labor will continue until both agree to maintain harmony, and with Labor receiving its just dues and the shortened hours which are now being arranged, we will find great fortunes tottering, and the equilibrium and distribution of money becoming a fact, not a fantasy.

The great premier of Great Britain states “it should be the sublime duty of all, without thought of partisanship, to help in the building up of the NEW WORLD, where Labor shall have its just reward and INDOLENCE alone shall suffer want.”

The influence of erratic URANUS IN ARIES has been to disorganize INDUSTRY, ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNMENTS. Uranus has conflicted with Mars, the ruler of Aries, in bringing to the dust the economic, industrial and governmental systems of all Aries nations—Uranus passing through the Sign ruling any particular-country causes insurrections, strikes and riots among the people. THE ELEMENT OF REFORM IS RESORTED TO—either by peaceful or violent means!

In the UNITED STATES, the element of reform has thus
far been that of stupendous change in our system by PEACEFUL MEANS—this is due to the fact that URANUS HAS NOT BEEN AFFLIETING THE UNITED STATES!

In other nations, the element of reform has been violent and 1934 marks a particularly violent period with Uranus receiving the affliction of Mars and Jupiter throughout the year.

As the English say, “God Save the King,”—may we all say, “God Save, Protect and Guide Our President.”

ALMA CRAWFORD GRANING

**Dates to Watch During the Year**

---

**January**

Favorable Days: 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26  
Unfavorable: 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 24, 27 through 31

A square between the Sun and Jupiter occurs on the 13th; followed by a square from the Sun to Uranus on the 14th. On the 16th, Mercury makes a square to Uranus, followed by a conjunction of Saturn and Mars on the 17th and 18th. Venus is afflicted by Mars on the 24th. Uranus begins an opposition to Jupiter on the 27th lasting through the 31st, with an eclipse of the Moon taking place on January 30th.

---

**February**

Favorable days: 12, 27  
Unfavorable: 1 through 5; 7, 13, 18

Uranus is afflicting Jupiter from the 1st through the 5th; Sun in conjunction Saturn on the 7th; Mercury opposition Neptune on the 13th, with an Eclipse of THE SUN on that date; Mars opposition Neptune on 18th.
March
Favorable Days: 3, 8, 13, 16, 25
Unfavorable: 2, 10, 29, 30, 31
Sun opposition Neptune on the 2nd; Mercury opposition Neptune on the 10th; again on 29th; Venus conjunct Saturn on 30 and 31st.

April
Favorable Days: 2, 13, 28, 30
Unfavorable: 7, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 25
Mars opposition Jupiter on the 7th; Sun opposition Jupiter on the 9th; Sun conjunction to Mars on the 14, 15, 16, and on the 16th Venus is also opposition Neptune; Sun conjunction Mars on 17th, 18th; Mars conjunction Uranus on 19th; Mercury opposition Jupiter on 25th.

May
Favorable Days: 1, 4, 5, 13, 23, 29
Unfavorable: 8, 19, 21, 31
Mercury conjunction Mars on the 8th; Sun square Saturn on the 19th with Venus opposition Jupiter; Mercury square Neptune on 21st, and Sun square Neptune on the 31st; Mars square Saturn on the 31st.

June
Favorable Days: 1, 4, 7, 10, 20, 21, 22
Unfavorable: 15, 16, 26
Mars square Neptune on 15th and 16th; Venus square Saturn on the 26th.
July
Favorable Days: 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 22, 23
Unfavorable: 7, 16, 17, 25, 26, 29
A square of The Sun to Jupiter and Venus to Neptune on the 7th; Mercury square Jupiter on the 16th and 17th; Sun square Uranus on the 25th, Moon’s Eclipse on the 26th, and Mercury square Jupiter on the 29th.

August
Favorable Days: 1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 22, 25
Unfavorable: 2, 7, 10, 12, 18, 31
Venus conjunction Mars on the 2nd, followed by a square to Jupiter on the 7th; Sun’s eclipse and Mercury adverse Uranus on the 10th; Mars square Jupiter on the 12th; Sun opposition Saturn on the 18th with Venus adverse Uranus, followed by a square afflicting Mars and Uranus on the 31st.

September
Favorable Days: 7 through 11; 19, 21, 22, 23, 29
Unfavorable: 1, 2, 5
Three very unfavorable days during this month; Mars adverse Uranus on the 1st and 2nd; Sun conjunct Neptune and Venus opposition Saturn on the 5th. From the 7th through the 11th, Jupiter brings gain through its grand trine to Saturn.

October
Favorable Days: 1, 12, 15, 16, 17, 22, 27, 31
Unfavorable: 3, 4, 10, 23
Mars opposition Saturn on the 3rd and 4th; Jupiter opposition Uranus on the 10th, followed by the Sun’s affliction to Uranus on the 23rd.

—67—
November

Favorable Days: 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 30
Unfavorable: 11, 12, 14, 15

The adverse dates of this month are not numerous but are very malefic in influence. A conjunction of Mars and Neptune takes place on the 11th and 12th; Saturn is afflicted by the Sun on the 14th, followed by a Venus affliction on the 15th.

December

Favorable Days: 4, 10, 16, 20, 27, 29
Unfavorable: 1, 3, 7, 18, 31

Saturn is afflicted by Mercury on the 1st; Neptune afflicts Venus on the 3rd, followed by an affliction of the Sun to Neptune on the 7th; Venus square Mars on the 18th, followed by Mercury’s square to Mars on the 31st with an affliction of Mars to the Sun on that date, introducing 1935 as a MARS YEAR!
A Summary of World Events

To the untrained; to the layman or undeveloped, negative soul, the foregoing pages may seem foreboding, filled with nothing but gloom and pessimism. Frankly, this has not been our intention, as we are interested in teaching to the world a philosophy of Love, foresight and forethought!

In the study of human philosophy and psychology, THE CHURCH OF DIVINE SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY, of which Alma Crawford Graning is the head, believes and teaches that we must face facts squarely. THE BIBLE is the most fatalistic book, for the forces of evil, ever compiled, and yet its comforting promises and blessed hope which it holds out to the initiate is something no one can deny. Its message points to THE CAUSE of every evil effect! Its philosophy points to the ESCAPE from every evil and unhappiness invented by the demonic influences of the Universe. While we believe in prophecy and the predicting of coming events, we do NOT necessarily believe or teach that SUCH THINGS MUST COME TO PASS, but, we KNOW that the mass mind is not in the state of thought to alleviate many of the evils which are present in our world today.

We have stated that through studying the message of ASTROLOGY which we firmly state "ARE THE SIGNS THROUGH WHICH GOD MANIFESTS HIS WILL TOWARD THE EARTH," we see famine, pestilence, war, possible revolutions, and an entire change of affairs ahead!

Not only does the Astrologer predict this state of affairs for the future, but the earnest Bible Student, who knows his scriptures, sees the identical outlook; the students of Pyra-
mid prophecy find that their prophecies coincide with this "message of the Stars"—all of which messengers, ordained by Divinity, point out a desperate warning to the world of what lies ahead, IF IT FOLLOWS THE ROAD WHERE DANGER LIES!

We do not mean that we advocate violence toward the attainment of desire, neither do we intend to incite the minds of the people toward revolutionary actions to set aright their governmental and national difficulties. We merely mean to set forth that which we see in Biblical and Heavenly prophecy, and let you know what the future may hold for the peoples of the world!

"We have also a more SURE WORD OF PROPHECY; whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as unto a light that shineth in a dark place until the day dawn and the day star arise in your hearts." 2 Peter 1:19.

To many persons, 1934 seems dark and uninviting, yet to us, it is full of promise and of achievement, if only courage coupled with DIVINE WISDOM is manifested! The wise man or woman, reading these pages, knows that the breaking of old traditions, and the change of affairs from the old to the new may not be necessarily pleasant, and yet it brings a new hope—if man can but rightly change himself to meet the changing environment which confronts us.

THE CHURCH OF DIVINE SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY believes that we are entering a NEW ERA OF WORLD AFFAIRS. We believe that a New Age is dawning and that, therefore, it behooves everyone of us to prepare ourselves that we may meet the Day of Adversity; that, through the lessons which time and events may teach us, better know the way ahead and profit by our knowledge and understanding!

In the Bible, we are told to "BE STILL," and thus are
prompted to build a fortress of power within ourselves, that, come what may, we may come out "ON TOP." The Student of Science, the student of Astro-philosophy and the prophet of God all know and realize the portent of coming events; the old conflict between Science and religion is drawing to a close, the old battle, long waged, between the spiritual and the negative forces of the Universe is reaching its climax, that the good may be victor.

In presenting this message of the Stars, we wish to state that the predictions herein are based completely upon Scientific Facts, through which the philosophy and religious views of our Church are interpreted. Science and Religion are fundamentally ONE; there can be no real conflict between true Science and true Religion, for one is based upon the mundane or material knowledge and the other upon revelation. The laws of the material world are a reflex of the spiritual (just as the present world conditions which we see manifested in poverty, unemployment and distress is a reflect or outer manifestation of the lack of inner spirituality); MATTER is the ultimate expression of the Spirit—as form is that of force. For every spiritual force, there is a corresponding material form.

THE UNIVERSE IS THE BODY OF A DIVINE IDEA!

Religion and Science must walk together, or they stumble alone; for the past centuries, they have walked alone, but the fact remains, that religion cannot accept nor condone the stumblings of science, and science has ridiculed religion. But all this is ending. Religion now states and realizes that Science has its place in the scheme of things, and Science is finding that the spiritual and heavenly forces of life are far greater than they have heretofore realized.
Over every manifestation which we may witness during 1934, let us remember that GOD REIGNS AND IS OVER ALL:—A great philosopher has said these words far more beautifully and effectively than I could phrase them:

"Whose Secret Presence, through Creation's veins, Running, quicksilver-like, eludes your pains; Taking all shapes from Mah to Mahi; and They change and perish all—but He remains"

OMAR KHAYYAM
Alma Crawford Graning

Pastor of a Church, teacher of a splendid school in which the science of Astrology is interpreted Biblically and philosophically; married to a young man who is by her side in her splendid work, this young woman is, at thirty years of age, an outstanding student of world conditions. Her grasp of public affairs, her astounding predictions of future events, and her amazing simplicity in view of the popularity which she has achieved, have made her an outstanding figure in the religious world.

Late in 1931, Alma Crawford Graning made the startling prediction that, during the early months of 1933, the United States would go “off the Gold Standard.” Her hearers scoffed at the thought, but the event which she had foretold came to pass in April of 1933.

In 1932, she predicted the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment with subsequent ratification by the forty-eight states, during 1933! This prediction has not completely come to pass as yet, but is in process of being fulfilled. She predicted the collapse and tragedy to the Akron, and gave the month in which the United States would suffer terrific loss in aviation circles.

She is editor of a splendid magazine called “ASTRO-DIGEST.” MONTH BY MONTH this magazine is published, giving the current events predicted for the following THIRTY DAY PERIOD. If you are interested in knowing the monthly predictions and day by day happenings throughout the world, subscribe for this publication.

Alma Crawford Graning minces no words in speaking of the future, as she sees it. She is capable, not only of predict-
ing the future of nations and governments, but excels in INDIVIDUAL DELINEATION and personal work, which keeps her time well occupied.

Her congregation and host of friends throughout Southern California heed her predictions carefully, for they are convinced, through KNOWLEDGE of having seen these things occur that when she makes a prediction, it comes to pass!

Mrs. Graning is author of a splendid book on Astrology, named “SIMPLIFYING ASTROLOGY.” It brings to the beginner the simplified teachings of this Science, through which its author is enabled to know the future. She is also author of a series or correspondence courses on ASTRO-SCIENCE, through which the student, without attending the classes of THE SCHOOL OF DIVINE SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY, may learn the Science of Astrology . . . .

Mrs. Graning’s message in this book, as well as in all her great work, is readily expressed in a few words, characteristic of her intelligent comprehension of man’s reaction to planetary vibrations . . . .

She declares that no nation, or individual, will go astray, if

“YOU LET THE STARS LIGHT THE WAY.”